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From Medieval Latin preternaturalis (mid-13c.), from Latin phrase
‘praeter naturam (praeterque fatum)’ ‘beyond nature (and beyond fate)’.
In contrast to the supernatural, the dominion of deities, preternatural
phenomena are... “Suspended between the mundane and the miraculous
in a domain of Wonder & Marvel. Strange specimens evoke questions
about the natural order... they provoke the spirit of investigation.” † ‘
Preternatural’ is a word particularly subject to etymological
metamorphosis, describing the phenomena that fall “between the
known and the unknowable” ‡ ...“recognising that the areas of magic,
religion, and science are fluid and that their intersections
should continue to be explored, contextualised, and challenged.” †
†

‘Preternature’- Critical & Historical Studies on the Preternatural. Editor, Debbie Felton

‡

‘Monsters & Marvels - How do we interpret the preternatural?’ Douglas Allchin

In the spirit of this mindset, we set out to make a record about the
phenomenal creatures that inhabit the earth, demonstrating creativity,
industriousness & knowledge, capable of generating electricity,
continually defying accepted scientific ‘truths’ and redefining
parameters. Inspired by their ability to challenge our expectations, we
imagined an idiosyncratic song for each creature through the writing and
production of this record, looking for new ground to explore sonically
between the dichotomies of Nature & Technology, DIY & Industry,
Acoustic & Electronic.
Each song on this album is dedicated to exploring the characteristics
and behaviour of a specific creature: Spiders who pluck harmonics
on the strands of their webs to test the tension; Pufferfish who trace
concentric mandala patterns in the sand to attract a mate; the
phenomenon of the mind control parasite and the enigmatic ‘Immortal’
Jellyfish. The symbiotic underwater jungle of the coral reef and the
bioluminescent light show of the Octopus; the mystery ‘bloop’ sound
recorded in the pacific; the visual patterns that run through the natural
world and the chaos that is its turbulent accomplice. From the Barnacle
Goslings of Greenland, who at two days old leap off a 400 foot cliff, to the
claustrophobic underground existence of the Halicephalobus Mephisto
Nemotode Worm, whose discovery redefined the parameters of life;
the theatre, thrill and artistry of nature are undeniable.
The aim of this record is to explore and celebrate the often surreal and
miraculous wealth of fascinating diversity that exists in the natural
world, and examine our relationship to it as humans: our similarities,
our differences and our role as caretaker or threat. To hold in tension
the emotional world and the scientific. To acknowledge that the
natural world still keeps many secrets, and to hope that consideration
and scientific inquiry will help the human race in our struggle to
protect the wild beauty of the only planet we have.

